
Dynamic, Scalable, Secure and Resilient. 

A cloud communications platform built using industry 
leading telephony, collaboration, call recording and 
contact centre services.



» A choice of device to suit every user based on 
their function and mobility requirements.

» From set up to on-going support, VSL’s fully 
accredited customer focused support team
are always on hand. 

» Affordable contract plans that allow you to add 
functionality as required.

» Flexibility to have multiple geographically 
spread offices, including remote workers. 

» Keep existing numbers and add new numbers 
from outside your geographical area (including 
international numbers).

» Customisable functionality such as intelligent 
call routing that enables customers to operate 
globally using multiple time zones.

» Intuitive customer portal for day-to-day 
administration such as moves and changes.

» Resilient platform hosted in multiple ISO 
accredited data centres and connected to 
national and international carriers.

Curve - A Cloud-based Telephone System For Business

Curve eliminates the need for a traditional onsite telephony system, minimising upfront capital investment 
and reducing ongoing maintenance, updates and administration costs. Using Mitel’s award winning Mi-
Voice software and hosted on VSL’s Cloud infrastructure, Curve provides businesses of all diff erent sizes 
their very own custom-built telephone system.

Curve - A Collaboration App For Your Smartphone & Desktop

Through the Mitel MiCollab application, your employees can access an integrated suite of communications 
services, making every interaction effi  cient and productive.

PRESENCE – know instantly whether people you need to connect with are on the phone, away from their 
desk or available for a chat.

SOFTPHONE – make a call from your desktop, smartphone 
or tablet.

MOBILITY – installed as a client on iOS® and Android™ 
devices, to extend offi  ce-based communications and
team collaboration capabilities to mobile users.

WEB CLIENT – access unifi ed communications and 
collaboration features from remote locations using
only a web browser.

Curve - Advanced Call Logging

Powered by Tollring’s advanced call logging software, browse an extensive catalogue of call reports or use 
filters to customise your own, allowing you to identify trends in performance. 

» Report on call activity, measure call volumes, targets,
grade of service, answered and unreturned missed calls. 

» Customise wallboards and reports.

» Schedule reports for yesterday, last week
or a specific date.



Curve - Microsoft Teams Integration 

Microsoft Teams brings everything together in a shared workspace where 
you can make and receive calls, chat, meet, share fi les and work with 
business apps.

Curve integrates with Microsoft Teams, bringing together all the 
benefi ts of a modem telephony platform with the power of Teams. 

» Works with Microsoft Teams on PC, Mac or Mobile.

» No additional hardware – all managed by VSL.

» Enterprise-grade encryption and security built-in.

Curve – Enterprise Call Recording 

Using market leading Red Box call recording software, Curve off ers businesses of all sizes the ability to 
seamlessly record secure, encrypted voice calls.

» Ensure compliance with industry standards, 
regulatory policies and procedure. 

» Create visual time lines and event 
reconstruction. 

» Stereo recording to identify calling parties.

» Quality monitoring and fact verification.

» Metadata search and replay with built in media 
player.

» Agent Controls with call annotation and record 
on demand function. 

» Staff performance monitoring to identify trends 
and training needs with live listening capabilities. 

Further Options:

Transcription - Fast and accurate transcriptions of conversations that can be exported, processed and 
leveraged by a wide range of business systems. Bolt-on powerful AI tool to provide contextual insights 
from customer interactions.

Open Integration  - Connect your call recording solution to other applications through our free & open 
APIs. For example, analytics engines, compliance tools and CRM.



Key Benefits

Improve First Contact Resolution - Agents can collaborate instantaneously with experts to resolve 
customer inquiries, resulting in fewer interactions and customer call backs.

Increase Productivity - A single, simple screen where agents can manage voice, SMS, email & web chat 
simultaneously. 

Manager Tools - Built-in workflow designer, IVR, quality monitoring, workforce scheduling, historical 
reporting and real-time dashboards.

Infinite Extensibility - Integrate seamlessly with existing systems using our REST APIs and easily add non-
traditional channels such as WhatsApp and IoT events into your workflows.

» Escalate webchat to voice or video calls in the 
same session. 

» Send voice calls to the same chat agent, or route 
the call into a separate queue. 

» Use AI and Google to further aid the agent and 
enhance customer experience.

» Searchable chat transcript logs are stored 
and can be made available for customers to 
download. 

» Interaction data, including outcome tags and 
customer feedback scores, can be integrated 
into your CRM.

VSL Group

Unit 6 Martinfield, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire, AL7 1HG

Tel: 0800 093 3000 Email: sales@vslgroup.co.uk

Arrange a consultation to see how Curve could help your business

Call 0800 093 3000

Curve - A Contact Centre & Customer Experience Tool

Using Mitel’s Contact Centre Solution, Curve provides a  customer-centric contact centre that handles 
phone, email, webchat & SMS communications efficiently from a single view, providing agents with the right 
tools to make informed decisions and deliver superior customer service.

Further Options:

Use co-browsing to quickly solve customer issues, track your customers website journey and push 
appropriate pages.


